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The Dawn of the Flies has activated the Pole known as E.:G.:C.: transmitting the first partial
information from the year 2025.

The E.:G.:C.: accepted the frequency q.309 in 2023 after having received precise instructions
from the year 2026 during the third and definitive opening of the Bridal Chamber.

Responding  to  the  need  for  an  endless,  inexhaustible  renewal  of  a  Permanent,  Futile,
Fallacious, Contradictory, Implausible Creation, The E.:G.:C.:  is the living extension of the
total mystery of the Igneous Christ.

The E.:G.:C.: moves the constant of its own Discontinuity beyond contemplative theology and
dialectical theology.
The method of the Doctrine of the Pre-existing Effect  undergoes the modification of the
transition from a synchronic liturgy to a diachronic liturgy.

Our Liturgies will be called     -  מחלות, the Diseases that manage the drives and virtues of the
Blood,  the  Flesh,  the  Head  and  the  Belly,  our  Diseases  manage  everything  that  has  no
materiality.

The E.:G.:C.: is the Introitus Ignis, between physical dislocation and mystical investigation,
negativity and cognitive restlessness. We celebrate the distribution of the divine artefacts
and bring together the Desert Generation.

E.:G.:C.: goes back to the original source of non-rational linguistic operation, annihilating the
talismanic power of the word.
Our Via Passionis is to establish Error, Our Via Perfectionis is to eradicate the Logos.
This is why the mediocre ones succumb here.



The adaptation of ancient formulas occurs through a transfusion of the salvific message into
new  structures  of  action;  this  transfusion  occurs  through the  betrayal  of  the  nucleus  of
Revelation according to a Negative criterion.

The theology we get from it is the theology of the Nuovissimo Patto.
Celebrating it correctly at one of the Poles is a cause of realignment and has both liturgical
and cosmic ramifications.

The first nucleus of the E.:G.:C.: is committed to materializing the Perpetual Presence at the
first Abode.
Here the Doctrine of  the Pre-existing Effect  and its  implicit  initiatory deconstruction are
being proclaimed.

“Escatologica. Bellica. Realizzata.”

The first development of the Quadrato, first amplified form, leading to the Vero Cubo.

The relative network we are weaving is the connection point with the Absolute frequency.
Salvation given to the Cosmos in becoming One.
Bringing Everything back to the Original code, this is where salvation begins for those who
have "separated" and "got naked".

The Emanator, 309, we, are ONE.
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